Perinuclear neutrophil antibodies are not markers for genetic susceptibility or indicators of genetic heterogeneity in familial ulcerative colitis.
Autoantibodies that bind to the perinuclear region of neutrophils have been suggested to represent subclinical markers of genetic susceptibility and indicators of genetic heterogeneity in ulcerative colitis (UC). However, results from more recent studies have contradicted this statement. To address this discrepancy, we assayed perinuclear neutrophil antibodies in the UC-affected members of 53 families with at least one relative pair affected with UC. Perinuclear neutrophil antibodies were detected using an indirect immunofluorescence assay. Perinuclear neutrophil antibodies were present in 53% of the study subjects with ulcerative colitis (UC). In 15 families (28%), all members with UC were positive for perinuclear neutrophil antibodies, whereas in 12 families (23%), none of the UC-affected members were positive. In the remaining 26 families (49%), the results for the UC-affected relatives were discordant. Similar results were found when only sibling pairs were evaluated. Statistical analysis revealed that for all affected relative pairings, observed concordance did not significantly exceed expected concordance. Logistic regression analyses demonstrated that the degree of relationship was not enough to predict concordance for perinuclear neutrophil antibodies, and that these antibodies are not markers of genetic heterogeneity. Perinuclear neutrophil antibodies are not markers for genetic susceptibility or indicators of genetic heterogeneity in UC.